SECTION 2 - MATERIALS

(a)  Section 2.4  - To replace “PE pipes for above ground service connection should have a SDR of 9” with “PE pipes for use above ground should have a SDR of 9” to tie in with common uses of pipe materials stated in Section 1.1.

- To replace “Black PE pipes and fittings are used for above ground salt water service connections only” with “Black PE pipes and fittings are used for above ground salt water supply only” to tie in with common uses of pipe materials stated in Section 1.1.

SECTION 3 - INSTALLATION

(b)  Section 3.3 to 3.5  - To replace “HyD’s Technical Circular No. 3/90” with “HyD’s Standard Drawing Nos. H6168, H6169 and H6170” as the former document has been withdrawn and replaced by the latter documents.